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      No.1 GASHOLDER      POPLAR HOLDER STATION 

 designed in 1876 by Robert and Henry Edward Jones, the father and son engineers of the
Commercial  Gas  Company,  and  completed  in  1878  as  the  first  gasholder  at  the
company’s Poplar Gasworks, opened in 1878 between the west bank of Bow Creek and
Leven Road

The Commercial Gas Company was based at its Stepney Gasworks, opened in 1840 on
the  Regent’s  Canal;  and  was  the  East  End’s  own  gas  company  from  1840  to
nationalisation in 1949. 

 its two-tier, wrought-iron lattice guide frame was built 1876-78 by Samuel Cutler & Sons
of Millwall,  constructional engineers who specialised in the erection of gasholders in
London and elsewhere

 an  improved version  of  the  demolished 1876 prototype  at  Hove and now England’s
oldest surviving wrought-iron lattice guide frame

 the  guide  frame’s nineteen elegant  tee-section standards  are  England’s first  and only
examples  of their  particular  type:  each with a vertical  tapering lattice girder  at  right
angles to a vertical tapering plate girder

 the  twenty  original  girders  in  the lower ring of  girders  connecting the standards  are
England’s first and only surviving examples of tapering and curved box-lattice girders:
each consists of four gently curved wrought-iron ‘angles’ meeting in the middle of the
girder to form a linked pair of tapering box-lattice structures with curved sides 

 these  highly  distinctive  and  innovatory  girders  established  the  box-lattice  principle
employed  in  later  types  of  lattice  guide  frame  with  straight  or  tapering  box-lattice
standards, which superseded columnar guide frames with cast-iron columns in the 1880s

 the  girders  in  the  upper  ring  of  girders  connecting  the  tops  of  the  standards  are
replacement rolled I-section steel beams, which match the slim lines of the original lower
girders and tee-section standards

 the gasholder’s bell consists of two cylindrical lifts and was resheeted in the 1920s with
pure rust-resistant Armco iron 

The bell, supported and guided by the guide frame, rose when being filled with gas and
fell when gas was being supplied to the gas mains. 

 the wrought-iron lattice guide frame (with guide rails on the backs of the tee-section

standards) was erected on one of the world’s first mass concrete gasholder tanks 

The in-ground tank contained water and was deep enough to accommodate the cylinder
of the upper lift inside the cylinder of the lower lift, when both were down and waiting to
be filled with purified gas from the gasworks, via the meter house which contained large
meters for measuring the volume of purified gas. 



 “…. has local interest as a distinctive and elegant late C19 gasholder, which was among

the  first  frames  of  wrought-iron  lattice  construction….”  (Historic  England  Reject  at
Initial Assessment Report no. 1429523 December 2015)

Despite  being  rejected  by  Historic  England,  the  entire  No.1  gasholder  has  high
evidential, historical and aesthetic value; and is of national as well as local interest.

 the  significance  of  Poplar’s  No.1  gasholder  with  its  unique  lattice  guide  frame  is

enhanced by the proximity of the former gasworks’ meter house (probably built at about
the same time as the No.1 gasholder and possibly the sole surviving 19 th century example
in London, which was the birthplace of the gas industry), and their dramatic location near
the outer bend of a meander in Bow Creek (the tidal part of the River Lea); their full
retention  and  incorporation  within  the  proposed  open  space  would  enhance  the
development of site allocation 20 by complying with NPPF para.58 and PPG 007 (see
attached 12 May 2017 letter from The Victorian Society re No.1 gasholder, Poplar)

 the entire No.1 gasholder could be a ready-made piece of public art in the proposed open

space and the attractive brick meter house could be adapted as a waterside café in the
proposed open space

Poplar’s No.1 gasholder and meter house are members of the largest and most important
group of historic gas industry structures in London.  The other members of this Lower
Lea Valley group include: the former coal dock of the Bromley-by-Bow Gasworks (on the
east  bank of  Bow Creek,  opposite  site  allocation  20);  the  gasworks’ Grade-II  listed
access  bridge  over  the  River  Lea  and  Bow  Creek;  and  the  seven  Grade-II  listed
gasholders with columnar guide frames at the Bromley-by-Bow Holder Station (accessed
from LB Tower Hamlets by the Grade II bridge).  From the east end of the bridge to just
north of the former coal dock there is a wide well-managed walkway along the east bank
of Bow Creek.  The attractive tree-lined walkway will be accessed from the gasholder
and meter house part of site allocation 20 by the proposed footbridge over Bow Creek. 

No.2 GASHOLDER    BETHNAL GREEN HOLDER STATION 

 designed by Joseph Clark the engineer in charge of the Shoreditch Gasworks (Imperial

Gas Light and Coke Company) and completed in 1866 at the works’ detached Bethnal
Green Holder Station on the Regent’s Canal, near The Oval

 each of the sixteen superimposed classical cast-iron columns in the gasholder’s two-tier

columnar guide frame consists of a hollow Doric column on a hollow square pedestal
(containing concealed holding-down bolts  to maintain the classical appearance of the
columns) superimposed by a hollow Corinthian column, with hollow rectangular junction
boxes above each column for two connecting rings of classically-inspired decorated cast-
and wrought-iron girders (the guide frame stands on a circular in-ground brick tank, 134
feet in diameter)

 although each of the sixteen superimposed columns has lost all three applied classical

details,  the guide frame is  still  the metropolitan examplar  of  the classically-designed



columnar  guide  frame;  and  is  of  higher  aesthetic  value  than  the  similar  classical
columnar guide frames of the nationally-listed gasholders at Bromley-by-Bow; and even
higher aesthetic value than the similar but far less classical relocated columnar guide
frames of the nationally-listed gasholders at King’s Cross

 Joseph  Clark’s  1866  gasholder  with  its  superb  classical  columnar  guide  frame  also

predates  the  seven  surviving  gasholders  with  less  well-proportioned  columnar  guide
frames  at  Bromley-by-Bow  (c1872-1882)  and  his  son  John  Clark’s  four  less  well-
proportioned relocated columnar guide frames at King’s Cross (1880 and 1883). 

One of the seven two-tier columnar guide frames at Bromley-by-Bow was raised by the
addition of a third tier with plain columns and a ring of plate girders; and each of the
superimposed columns in the six original guide frames has lost two of its three applied
classical details. 

Each of the superimposed columns in the four relocated columnar guide frames at King’s
Cross has only lost one of its three applied classical details.  However, the superimposed
columns in each guide frame are connected by lattice girders rather than classically-
inspired decorative girders; and the superimposed columns in the three-tier triplet guide
frames (1880) have simple shallow square bases with external holding-down bolts.  And
the  superimposed columns in  the two-tier  ‘gasholder  park’ guide frame (1883) have
hollow octagonal rather than square pedestals, with external holding-down bolts. 

No.5 GASHOLDER     BETHNAL GREEN HOLDER STATION

 designed by George Trewby the engineer of the Gas Light and Coke Company (formed

in 1876 by the merger of the Imperial and Chartered companies) and completed in 1889,
to the east of the No.2 gasholder at the Bethnal Green Holder Station 

 its 146-foot high lattice guide frame (twice the height of the No.2 gasholder’s columnar

guide frame) consists of twenty-two elegant tapering steel box-lattice guide standards,
connected by four rings of wrought-iron or steel girders with horizontal lattice webs (the
guide frame stands on a circular in-ground concrete tank, 200 feet in diameter)

 this  masterpiece  of  functional  design  and  the  lattice  guide  frame of  the  even  larger

similar  gasholder  at  Kensal  Green  (1891)  are  the  only  remaining  examples  of  their
particular type of lattice guide frame in London, but Historic England has decided not to
list both gasholders despite their high evidential, historical and aesthetic value 

 of the two, the No.5 at Bethnal Green is of greater significance as its lattice guide frame,

and the No.2’s columnar guide frame, are London’s only adjacent representatives of  both
generic types of 19th century gasholder guide frame; and the box lattice principle was
established by the father and son engineers of the Commercial Gas Company at Poplar in
1876



 furthermore, Bethnal Green’s No.5 gasholder is as built in 1888-89, whereas the Grade-

II listed No.1 gasholder built at Kennington in 1879 with an earlier particular type of
lattice guide frame was doubled in height in 1890-91; and as it has tee-section standards
rather  than  the  more  advanced  box-lattice  standards  cannot  be  allowed  to  serve  as
England’s sole representative of the lattice guide frame. 

No.2 and No.5 GASHOLDERS      BETHNAL GREEN HOLDER STATION 

 only surviving adjacent gasholders in London and possibly England with the first and

second generic types of 19th century gasholder guide frame; their evidential and historical
value is enhanced by the fact that London was the birth place of the gas industry; and
their aesthetic value is enhanced by the fact that the guide frames are reflected in the
waters of the Regent’s Canal

 only surviving in situ gasholders on the Regent’s Canal, opened in 1820 and used mainly

for carrying coal from Regent’s Canal Dock (now Limehouse Basin) to supply numerous
coal  merchants  and four  gasworks:  Stepney, Shoreditch,  Haggerston  and St.  Pancras
(King’s Cross)

The latter pair have disappeared without trace whilst the site of the Shoreditch Gasworks
is now occupied by Haggerston Park in LB Hackney (just to the east of the Bethnal
Green Holder Station in LB Tower Hamlets).  Its old brick walls are the retained walls of
the former gasworks and the park’s north-west corner contains the dry southern end of
the short narrow basin off the Regent’s Canal, used by barges delivering coal to the
gasworks.    Furthermore,  the  redeveloped  site  of  the  Commercial  Gas  Company’s
Stepney Gasworks in LB Tower Hamlets retains the canal’s only surviving remnants of a
19th century coal-handling structure and coal store, and contains what are probably the
oldest surviving parts of gasholder guide frame columns in the world. 

 both in situ gasholders stored gas made at the Shoreditch Gasworks and their significance

is enhanced by the proximity of the retained parts of the former gasworks in Haggerston
Park 

From 1876 to  1949,  the Shoreditch Gasworks  (opened 1823) and its  Bethnal  Green
Holder Station (opened 1850s) were owned and operated by the Gas Light and Coke
Company, which was the world’s largest gas undertaking until nationalisation in 1949. 

 both  in situ  gasholders are in LB Tower Hamlets Regent’s Canal Conservation Area

(which contains other structures and buildings associated with the coal trade); and the
retention  and  incorporation  of  their  nationally-important  guide  frames  (on  their  in-
ground tanks) would enhance the development of site allocation 22 by complying with
NPPF  para.58  and  PPG 007  (see  attached  12  May  2017  letter  from The  Victorian
Society re No.1 gasholder, Poplar) 

 a circular block of flats could be built inside the in situ No.5 lattice guide frame (like the

circular blocks inside the relocated triplet guide frames at King’s Cross); and part of the



proposed open space could be laid out inside the in situ No.2 columnar guide frame (like
‘gasholder park’ in the relocated 1883 guide frame at King’s Cross)  

In addition to the 19th century remnants at the redeveloped site of the Stepney Gasworks,
the Regent’s Canal  Conservation Area contains an 1820 house (next to the original
c.1818 Mile End Road bridge over the Regent’s Canal) built  by John Gardner, who
operated a fleet of canal barges carrying coal, timber, bricks and malt.  Also, at Twig
Folly Wharf (next to the 1967 Roman Road bridge over the Regent’s Canal) London’s
only surviving brick canal barge builder’s building, adapted for residential use. 

At Limehouse Basin, the Grade-II listed 1869 hydraulic accumulator tower and c.1926
Charrington  Gardner  Locket  &  Co  Ltd  time-keeper’s  office  were  associated  with
transhipping coal in Regent’s Canal Dock from North Sea collier to Regent’s Canal coal
barge.    

  

 

 


